
Balance

Strength

Flexibility

Coordination

Key Skills: Physical

 

Pupils should be taught to develop flexibility,

strength, technique, control and balance.

Links to the PE National Curriculum 

 
Pupils should continue to apply and develop a

broader range of skills, learning how to use them in

different ways and to link them to make actions and

sequences of movement.

Social: Leadership

Social: Sharing ideas

Social: Working safely

Emotional: Confidence

Emotional: Working

independently

Thinking: Creating

Thinking: Selecting and

applying actions

Thinking: Observing and

providing feedback

Key Skills: S.E.T Key Vocabulary:

quality

develop

salutation

collaboratively

Teacher Glossary

Top Tips for Teachers

notice

high lunge

transition

connected

Knowledge Organiser: Yoga Year 5 and Year 6

Mindfulness: The process of purposely bringing one's attention

to experiences occurring in the present moment.

Asana: Refers to physical poses and postures. 

Pranayama: Refers to breathing techniques. Prana is our life

force, our breath.

Namaste: In yoga this means 'the divine in me acknowledges

the divine in you' and is a respectful way to start or end a class.

Repetition helps to reinforce learning. Repeat poses to allow the

children to build on their yoga practise.

Children will find it hard to concentrate for long periods of time.

Mix up your teaching and know that children will be able to

remain focused for different lengths of time and that that is ok. 

Keep safety in mind and ensure children work at a level they feel

comfortable with.

Use the word “try” so that the children learn to appreciate the

process rather than the result.

calm

fluidity

practice

aware



I am beginning to provide feedback using key

words.

I can describe how my body feels during exercise.

I can dribble a ball with my hands and feet with

increasing control.

I can find space away from others when playing

games.

I can move with a ball towards my goal.

I can send and receive a ball with increasing

consistency with hands and feet.

I can stay close to another player to try to stop 

them from getting the ball.

I understand the rules and can use them to keep a

game going.

I understand what to do when I am an attacker 

and a defender.

 
Progression of 

Skills Ladder

Other activities that 

progress into this 

unit are:

Ball Skills 
Games  

Fundamentals EYFS

Year 
1

Year 
2

Year 1 Year 2

I am beginning to dribble a ball with my

hands and feet.

I can change direction to move away from a

defender.

I can recognise space when playing games.

I can send and receive a ball with hands

and feet.

I can use simple rules to play fairly.

I know when I am successful.I move my feet

to stay with another player when defending.

I recognise changes in my body when I do

exercise.

I understand when I am a defender and

when I am an attacker.

Physical: I can handle equipment effectively.

Physical: I can move confidently in a range of ways.

Physical: I can safely negotiate space.

Physical: I can show good control and co-ordination in

small and large movements.

Physical: I can talk about ways to keep healthy and

safe.

Physical: I know the importance for good health and

physical exercise.

Social: I am sensitive to others' feelings.

Social: I play co-operatively, taking turns.

Emotional: I am confident to try new activities.

Emotional: I ask for help if needed.

Thinking: I can talk about my own ideas and use them in

response to a task.

Thinking: I understand and follow rules.

 Attacking 
Developing movement

skills to lose a
defender. Explore

shooting actions in a
range of invasion

games.

Space
Develop moving

with a ball
towards goal

with
some control.

Dribbling
Explore dropping and

catching with two
hands and moving a
ball with their feet.

Attacking & defending 
Explore changing direction and 

tagging games.

 Defending 
Explore tracking
and move to stay

with a partner.

 Attacking 
Explore

changing
direction to 
move away 

from a partner.

Space
Recognise good

space when
playing games.

Sending & receiving 
Explore S&R with

hands and feet to a
partner.

Dribbling
Explore dribbling with

hands and feet.

Year 
3

 Attacking 
Developing
moving into
space away

from defenders.

 Defending 
Explore staying
close to other
players to try

and stop them
getting the ball.

Space
Explore moving with
a ball towards goal.

Sending & receiving 
Developing S&R with

increased
control.

Dribbling
Explore dribbling with
hands and feet with

increasing control on the
move.

Sending &
receiving 

Explore S&R
abiding by the 

rules of the game.

Dribbling
Explore dribbling the

ball abiding by 
the rules

of the game under
some pressure.

Where this unit sits
EYFS Early Learning Goals

Assessment Criteria
Year 3

Assessment criteria

for the 

Invasion Games

units in Year 3

 Defending 
Track

opponents to
limit their
scoring

opportunities.

Sending & receiving 
Explore S&R with hands
and feet using a variety

of equipment.

Space
Recognise their own

space.

Sending and Receiving   

Progression of 
Skills Ladder

Other units that 

progress into this 

activity are:

Gymnastics  
Fundamentals Year 

4

Year 
5

Year 
6

Year 5 Year 6

Where this unit sits
Assessment Criteria

Mindfulness
Can engage with

mindfulness activities 
with increased focus.

Strength
Demonstrate increased

control and strength 
when in a pose.

Strength
Demonstrate increased

control and strength
when in and
transitioning 

between poses.

Mindfulness
Understand that

there are methods
they can use to

control how they
feel.

Flexibility
Demonstrate increased

extension in their
poses.

Balance 
Explore using 

their breath to maintain
balance

within a pose.

Flexibility
Develop flexibility by

connecting 
their movement

with their breath.

Balance 
Use their breath to
maintain balance 

within a pose.

Year 4

Strength
Explore poses that 

challenge their strength
and work to maintain 
increased control and 

strength when in 
and transitioning
between poses.

Mindfulness
Explore methods they
can use to control how

they
feel with some

success.

Balance 
Link combinations of

poses for balance with
increased control in

transition.

Flexibility
Confidently transition 

from one pose to 
another showing

extension 
connected to their

breath.

Build on and embed the physical

development and skills learnt in Key

Stages 1 and 2. 

Become more competent, confident and

expert in their techniques. 

Understand what makes a performance

effective. 

Develop confidence and interest to get

involved in exercise, sports and activities

out of school and in later life. 

Understand and apply the long term

health benefits of physical activity.

KS3 PE NC 

Subject Content 
I am confident to lead others, demonstrating

poses and teaching them my flow.

I can use feedback provided to improve the

quality of my work.

I can use my breath to transition from one

pose to another with control.

I can use yoga poses to improve my

flexibility, strength and balance.

I choose poses which link easily from one to

the other to help my sequence flow.

I recognise my own and others strengths and

areas for development and can suggest

ways to

improve.

I understand that there are different areas

of fitness and how this helps me in different

activities.

I can describe how yoga makes me feel and

can talk about the benefits of yoga.

I can link poses together to create a yoga

flow.

I can provide feedback using key terminology

and understand what I need to do to improve.

I can transition from pose to pose in time with

my breath.

I can work collaboratively and effectively with

others.

I demonstrate yoga poses which show clear

shapes.

I show increasing control and balance when

moving from one pose to another.

I am confident to lead others through poses

and flows.

I can create a yoga flow working safely with a

partner.

I can identify how different activities can

benefit my physical health.

I can move with control from one pose to

another demonstrating good balance.

I can provide feedback to others using key

terminology.

I can use feedback provided to improve my

work.

I can use my breath to move from pose to pose.

I show strength and flexibility whilst holding

yoga poses.


